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I. INTRODUCTION
Well-characterized standard materials are invaluable for making accurate analytical measurements in any field, and in the nuclear field well-characterized plutonium metals have not been available. Data are presented here for three standard plutonium metals accurately characterized according to content of five impurities: aluminum, chromium, iron, nickel, and silicon.
Data from a plutonium-metal exchange program conducted by six ERDA laboratories have been analyzed, and three plutonium metals, identified as H, R, and P, have been carefully characterized. These weil-characterized plutonium metals should be useful in resolving measurement differences among laboratories, improving current analytical methods, developing new measurement capabilities, and providing data with which to resolve shipperreceiver differences.
By using these standard plutonium metals, a laboratory can evaluate its analytical performance and take corrective action if its analytical results are in error. Also, work is under way usiing these three plutonium metals in evaluating several types of PuO2 emission spectroscopy standards.
Data from the plutonium-metal exchange program, recorded quarterly from December 1971 to December 1974, will be considered here. Unfortunately, different reporting procedures were used during this period, and the same procedure was not used by all the laboratories at any given time. The effect of these differing procedures will be discussed later.
Four methods of analysis were used: emission spectroscopy; chemical method; spark source mass spectroscopy; and atomic absorption. Of the four, only emission spectroscopy can be used to determine all five impurity elements in all three plutonium metals. The chemical method determines only iron. Emission spectroscopy and the chemical method have been used in the exchange program longer than the other methods and so have contributed the largest number of values to this report.
Spark source mass spectroscopy has been used only at the Rocky Flats laboratory. For calibration purposes, spark source spectroscopy uses the iron value determined by atomic absorption for a given 9ample and gives values for aluminum, chromium, nickel, and silicon.
Atomic absorption has been used in the exchange program for only a short time. The impurities determined by atomic absorption include aluminum, chromium, nickel, and iron. Rocky Flats has also reported a small number of values for silicon.
A secondary purpose of this report is to suggest a statistical treatment for future plutonium-metal exchange data that may lead to a consensus on impurity concentrations while a supply of a particular batch of plutonium metal still exists. These wellcharacterized metals could be considered "certified" plutonium metals. Additional determinations, such as those for carbon, gallium, plutonium, and uranium, could also be so treated.
II. STATISTICAL METHODOLOGY
For each impurity, plutonium metal, and analytical method, the data from the six participating laboratories are combined, and from 8 to 127 data values are given in the initial evaluation. Pmetal iron data taken before December 1972 by emission spectroscopy at two of the laboratories showed a high bias and were deleted. The two laboratories had been using PuOo obtained from the direct ignition of plutonium metal. However, a study 1 made during 1972 shoved that high iron values are obtained from P-metal when the particle size of the PuO2 is not controlled. When the laboratories began to control PuO2 particle size, the high bias for iron was no longer observed.
Because th» data come from several laboratories, analytical methods, and reporting procedures, outliers are likely to be present. It is difficult to determine an underlying distribution for the data. Certainly the assumption of normality is not appropriate. How, then, does one best estimate the mean under these circumstances? An estimator that is not very sensitive to the underlying distribution is said to be "robust." We believe that the method described in this report is the best method of robust estimation 2 to date. It makes use of weighted means and prescribes how the weights are to be assigned. Standard deviations of the weighted means are a!so calculated, but .heir properties are not yet well known.
If Xj, i = 1, .... n.denotes the i-th observation and w, a weighting factor for the i-th observation, the weighted mean is defined as X w = r=i Let ri = | xi -Xw| denote the absolute value of the i-th residual and define S to be the median residual. The weights themselves are defined iteratively as wi = 1/ri sin (n/cS), where c is an arbitrary scaling factor (c = 1 in this report). Ten iterations are made starting with unit weights. This method assigns zero weights to observations when t\ > wS, large weights to observations with small residuals, and small weights to observations with large residuals.
The standard deviation of the weighted mean, Sx w , is then calculated for each impurity in each plutonium metal and for each analytical procedure bv where n' is the number of observations receiving nonzero weights.
The computer program, data, residuals, weights, and various means and standard deviations are given in Appendixes I and II.
III. RESULTS
The weighted mean and the standard deviation of the weighted mean for each impurity, plutonium metal, and analytical procedure are summarized in Table I. A weighted mean and its standard deviation, both pooled from the analytical methods, are shown in Table II . These are computed as follows: where subscripts 1, 2, 3 refer to the various analytical methods, n' i is the number of observations in the i-th mean with nonzero weight, and dfj = n'i -1.
In three instances, values come only from emission spectroscopy. This method has produced the largest amount of data, and the weighted mean of the emission spectroscopy results is between the weighted means reported from the other two analytical procedures. In two other cases the weighted means are pooled from two analytical procedures reporting values for an impurity. The weighted means not pooled in these cases are from analytical methods that have apparent biases for these impurity elements in these plutonium metals.
An approximate t-test, where
is used to check for significant differences at the 0.05 level among any two of the analytical methods. With judgment based on analytical experience, one can arrive at the same conclusion as the t-test in 80'7 of the cases. Because of the variety of reporting procedures and the rounding and averaging of results, the estimates of precision calculated for this report, while correct for the data as used, are not entirely satisfactory. In 20% of the comparisons, the t-test gives a 1-value marginally significant at the 0.05 level. The differences, while statistically significant, are not practically significant. In these few cases, analytical judgment indicates that the weighted means of the pertinent analytical methods can be pooled.
Differences between the weighted means for some impurities ( Table I ) may indicate that biases exist. If there are such biases, they are not consistent among the several impurities; i.e., one analytical procedure does not always yield higher results than another. Because the methods are supposed to measure the same quantity and because there seems to he no consistent bias between methods, the weighted means are pooled from the methods, except for those cases noted.
The values given in Tables 1 and li should be used with judgment. Where there are apparent differences among weighted means, further experimental work is recommended. To resolve these difference's individual laboratories should use the values ol Table 11 in a conscientious effort to examine their analytical methods, especially where large discrepancies occur between their measurements and the ones reported here In this way, and with consistent reporting practices, the accumulation of future data will be helpful in determining impurity concentrations in plutonium metals even more accurately than shown here. 
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